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In other words, visual culture does not depend on pictures themselves but the modern tendency to picture or visualize existence. This visualizing makes the modern period radically different from the ancient and medieval world. While such visualizing has been common throughout the modern period, it has now become all but compulsory. This history might be said to begin with the visualizing of the economy in the eighteenth century by François Quesnay, who said of his “economic picture” of society that it “brings before your eyes certain closely interwoven ideas which the intellect alone would hav The historical photographs became a kind of memory bookend, a starting point from which to evaluate changes in farming which had occurred in the meantime. In this instance the historical photo-graphs operated simultaneously on the empirical dimension (the farmers’ saw in the photographs details of work they had not specifically imagined for decades) and subjective dimension as the research subjects saw themselves implicitly in images from earlier decades of their lives. I was eventually able to gain this perspective (Harper 2001) by using aerial photographs (Figure 4) and historical photographs (Figure 5). The aerial photos led farmers to reflect upon farm strategies, structural differences between farms and the patterns of change.

Visual archives in perspective: enlarging on historical medical photographs